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The Overghost Ourkestra’s Next 
 
    —“mu” one hundred fortieth part— 
   
 
  Nub’s new facelift got old. War droned 
    on, money stayed on top. The abandoned 
boy and girl went by every name known… 
                                                                      Still, 
    we bit the bullet and blew. “I will be and 
I’ll believe when I blow,” we announced. 
  “I will be and abide by sound, my slave day 
                                                                          done.” 
We were back on St. Sufferhead’s porch or 
    promontory, some same tune’s temporizing 
  remit, reminiscent romance, the pharaoh’s 
                                                                       black 
      torso reached for and found, polis plied as 
  eros again… We were the pharaoh’s black  
    torso lost and found again, thick reed stuck to  
a dry lower lip, chapped kiss calling itself song  
                                                                             all 
      sibilance, some same tune’s high cry. We  
  were the pharaoh’s black torso cloaked, a call  
    for cover, shot body sirening alarm we lost  
and found again, pantomime’s loose raiment.  
                                                                          So  
      it was or so we said or so we played cant- 
  ing say-so, torn cloak’s rule unrelenting, torn  
    cloak routing the day… Could we but be a 
                                                                         band 
it would all go away we thought or we played 
    like we thought, could we but be a band it 
  would all be okay. So it was we were in a band, 
                                                                                so 
      it was not so the same. What we cut we’d call  
  a release, release what we called out for. It’d been 
    going on for only a minute, it’d been going on 
for as long as we knew, Nub said to be having a  
                                                                              con- 
    versation, no such one were 
  we in 
 
                    • 
 
 
  Unable to breathe though we were, we blew, 
    the crook of Nub’s arm on our necks. We 
played with our hands up, axes untouched, 
                                                                      re- 
    lease it was tej’s bet would be sweet… 
“Nub held my neck in the crook of its arm,” the 



  unworded song we sang said. “Nub took me 
                                                                          down 
      but I got up swinging.” Could we only band 
  or bond we thought but it wasn’t so, together 
    as we were we suffered, original sufferheads 
for all eternity it seemed, wise ones and wounded  
                                                                                 ones 
      it seemed… The Empathetic String Ensemble 
  skipped out. A gig in the Czech Republic they 
    said. So it was we were on our own, erstwhile 
                                                                               ac- 
  companiment the ground we got up from, hot  
    light spiraling behind. Pulling thread from string,  
string from rope we’d have been had they been  
                                                                             there,  
    a fraught way to feel, a fugue for the wretched,  
blows to the head as we blew… Hands up, wind- 
  pipes crushed, we blew, overghost embouchure’s 
                                                                                  be- 
hest 
        



                    • 
 
 
A high falsetto wind put parts in our hair again.  
    We heard bells, an avid choir breaking glass  
  they hit such high notes, heads all honey house  
                                                                               it  
    seemed. Choked, held, haloed we wanted to 
say but came up short, hot light popping sweat no 
  matter the high wind, no matter where we were, 
                                                                                wher- 
      ever it was we were, hot light a way we dwelt 
  elsewhere, it was never just there we were… 
    Wherever it was we were we were birds again, 
                                                                                 each  
  with our own song, each with a tutor song, “Teach 
    me, tutor me,” we sang. Notwithstanding we 
couldn’t breathe we blew, a masonic windpipe we 
                                                                                  re- 
     sorted to circular breathing with we blew. L’ou- 
  verture we called it, church key, millet beer wet 
    what words there were… It was an underground 
pipeline we got our breath back thru, “Teach me, tutor  
                                                                                         me” 
      the words there were, thirst a way of knowing not 
  knowing, gnostic more stoic now. Our first day in the 
    land of the dead it was. Breathless though we were 
                                                                                       we 
  blew. Took a stand we were taken down we testified, 
    arrest what of earth we remembered, all else taken 
away. So went the record, what we read into the record, 
                                                                                           New 
    Tears for Eric new tunes for another Eric, commis- 
erative, our posthumous release… Live in the Land 
  of the Dead we might’ve called it, notwithstanding 
                                                                                    we 
couldn’t breathe we blew. No matter we couldn’t 
    breathe we blew we kept insisting, overghost trem- 
  olo, overghost vibrato, overghost cul-de-sac come 
                                                                                   to 
    and come back from, overghost conversancy no  
end… In the heart of New Not Yet, west of Egypt, no  
  matter we couldn’t breathe we blew. No pitch, no  
                                                                                   tone,  
    pulse only, a tutor song police batons taught us,  
                                                                                  hex- 
  meters tapped out with a  
stick 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
         ____________________ 
 
            (liner note) 
 
 
    The idea was we were dead, already dead,  
always, the saying went, already dead. The  
  idea was we blew not yet knowing we were 
                                                                         dead, 
to blow was to hope against hope we had  
    air, no matter we couldn’t breathe breathe in,  
  breathe out, no matter we couldn’t breathe 
                                                                       keep  
      breathing. The idea was we were a claim  
  the dead made, the idea we were a strain put on  
    the living. The idea was time turned back, 
                                                                         put 
      its back to us, back at some serial onslaught, 
                                                                               back  
    at us again and 
  again  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          ____________________ 
 
 
    We convened around the corner from  
Coltrane’s house, the Toussaint L’Ouverture 
  Masonic Lodge. “Acknowledgement” hit, 
                                                                      we 
      bowed our heads. It was nothing if not 
  love’s arcade and we wanted that, the idea 
    we’d round it off with that… Live in Outer 
Space we might’ve called it. Why they send 
                                                                        us 
  off the planet so soon we wanted to know, 
    demanded someone say, got no answer. 
Lynch law’s return had it ever left, nightsticks         
                                                                            and 
      nooses, no new face- 
  lift now  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          ___________________ 
 
 
  Breath, even would-be breath, our even- 
    tual escort, hydraulic circles we blew. 
Better born a dog in Nub we squalled, 
                                                              call- 
    ing up “Step” even so. “Giant Steps” 
      no, not even “Steps,” “Step.” Step  
  said everything, all that would out… 
                                                              Hit. 
      Hoist. Hover. Hover… High cyclonic 
                                                                    stair… 
  Step 


